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MonteMonte--Carlo Simulator and Ancillary Response Generator for the Carlo Simulator and Ancillary Response Generator for the SuzakuSuzaku XRT/XIS SystemXRT/XIS System

We have developed a framework for the Monte-Carlo simulation of the X-Ray Telescopes (XRT) and the X-ray Imaging Spectrometers (XIS) onboard Suzaku, mainly for the scientific analysis of 
spatially and spectroscopically complex celestial sources. A photon-by-photon instrumental simulator is built on the ANL platform, which has been successfully used in ASCA data analysis. The 
simulator has a modular structure, in which the XRT simulation is based on a ray-tracing library, while the XIS simulation utilizes a spectral “Redistribution Matrix File” (RMF), generated separately by 
other tools. Instrumental characteristics and calibration results, e.g., XRT geometry, reflectivity, mutual alignments, thermal shield transmission, build-up of the contamination on the XIS optical 
blocking filters (OBF), are incorporated as completely as possible. Most of this information is available in the form of the FITS files in the standard calibration database (CALDB). This simulator can 
also be utilized to generate an “Ancillary Response File” (ARF),  which describes the XRT response and the amount of OBF contamination.  The ARF is dependent on the spatial distribution of the 
celestial target and the photon accumulation region on the detector, as well as observing conditions such as the observation date and satellite attitude. We describe principles of the simulator and the 
ARF generator, and demonstrate their performance in comparison with in-flight data. See also Posters, Tokoi et al. [51]; Sato et al. [62], for application to the actual analysis on clusters of galaxies.

1. What’s ARF & RMF ?

See also Posters, Tokoi et al. [51]; 
Sato et al. [62], for application to the 
actual analysis on clusters of galaxies.

This paper will be published as the Suzaku 1st round paper, PASJ special issue, Ishisaki et al. (2006) in press [astro-ph/0610118]

ARF (Ancillary Response File) A�Ei �

Detection efficiency not included in RMF
(XRT effective area, shield transmissions, etc.)

RMF (Redistribution Matrix File) R�Ei , PIj �
Conversion matrix for energy, E � pulse invariant, PI
(Energy resolution, escape ratios, quantum efficiency of CCD)

Model Spectrum: M�Ei �

A�Ei � R�Ei , PIj � M�Ei ��
i 

and fit observed Data: D�PIj �

Example of spectral fit

Unit is
different!!

Compute

ARF may be included in RMF, however there are several merits 
in separating them. Where to separate is arbitrary, issue of choice.

2. Why Monte-Carlo Simulator to Calculate ARF ?

Calculation results depend on the photon statistics.
Requires much time for the simulations.

Mori et al (2005)

175 layers of conical
approximated mirror

Reproduce energy- and angular-dependence, PSF shape, stray-light, as far as possibleReproduce energy- and angular-dependence, PSF shape, stray-light, as far as possible
Ray-tracing simulation

e.g., spatial distribution of celestial sources, arbitrary shape of extraction region on detector,
attitude wobbling of spacecraft, degradation of detection efficiency due to XIS OBF contaminant, etc.

1. Fully incorporate complex XRT response

2. Easier to handle many and various kind of parameters

Capable of avoiding it to some extent
by the implementation of the program.
Capable of avoiding it to some extent
by the implementation of the program.

3. Anyway, instrumental simulator is necessary
in both observational planning and practical analysis particularly for extended sources
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ARF & RMF are separated
between Contamination and
OBF (Optical Blocking Filter)

Refer to Calibration Database
(CALDB) files for transmissions
and mutual alignmments, etc.

DET & SKY coordinates, and 
temporal change of spacecraft 
Euler angles are also considered.

Known to have time &
positional dependence
Known to have time &
positional dependence

To catch up easily with 
update of instrumental 
calibration

To catch up easily with 
update of instrumental 
calibration
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Calculation formula of ARF

3. Design of XRT/XIS Simulation

Parameters of simulator task

XRT/XIS simulator xissim
Read photon file(s) containing (t , E , RA , DEC )
and write a simulated event file.

ARF generation based on Monte-Carlo simulation xissimarfgen
Read surface brightness distribution of celestial sources on the sky
(e.g., FITS image), accumulation region on the XIS detector, date
of observation, spacecraft attitude file, energy steps, number of
photons to simulate, etc., and calculate ARF response.

Auxiliary task to make photon files for xissim mkphlist
Multiply contaminant effect to ARF afterwards xiscontamicalc

Latest version is 2006-11-26, which will be released in 
the next HEAsoft 6.1.2, scheduled in December 2006.

4. Software Tasks Released as FTOOLS

See RELEASE-NOTE at http://www-x.phys.metro-u.ac.jp/~ishisaki/xissim/

Minimum columns for ARF

e.g., Simulated image 
for a point-like source

Example
plots of ARF

5. Output ARF Format

5. Notes on Running xissimarfgen
• There are ~ 100 parameters for both xissim and xissimarfgen. 
Be careful not to specify wrong parameters.

• Changing the spatial distribution of the celestial source will
easily changes the derived flux.

• Conditions on generating an ARF, e.g., accumulation region
(including whether DET or SKY), date of observation, must 
be match with the extracted spectrum which you want to fit.

• Simulation photons and energy steps need to be specified
apropreately considering the required accuracy of ARF. 

• The obtained flux with the spectral fitting corresponds to the
flux from whole sky area that you specified in generating
ARF.  

6. Demonstration
(1) Crab nebula

(a) Chandra 
image

(c) Simulated 
image using (a)
as input

(d) Actual 
observed image 
with Suzaku

(2) North Ecliptic Pole (NEP) Field

CXB component (�~ 1.4 power-law)

Instrumental Background 
of XIS1

Galactic component (2-apec)Galactic component (2-apec)

Surface brightness and the photon 
index of the CXB component is 
well consistent with the ASCA 
results (Kushino et al. 2002)

NEP XIS1 spectrum (60 ks)
ARF is generated assuming a uniform-sky emission

(3) Abell 1060 cluster of galaxies

(b) Simulated 
image for a point-
like source


